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Frontal intermittent rhythmic delta activity (FIRDA) is a
transient electroencephalographic (EEG) finding with unknown
pathophysiological significance. Frontal intermittent delta
activity has been reported in different pathological conditions of
the central nervous system. Initially FIRDA was described by
Cobb in 1945, who attributed its occurrence to a midline deep
lesion1. Frontal intermittent delta activity is known to occur in
children as well, however, there are few studies on the clinical
significance of FIRDA and the specific pathologies in the
pediatric population. The last reported article on this EEG
finding comes from Watemberg and his colleagues2 who
collected 20 children that had presented with FIRDA on their
EEGs from three pediatric centers, and analyzed their medical
files including causes for admissions, laboratory findings and
any report of abnormal brain imaging or cognitive status. It was
concluded that FIRDA had longer duration in children with
impaired cognition, unlike children with epilepsy whose FIRDA
was clearly independent from the epileptiform discharges. In this
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ORIGINALARTICLE

study, FIRDA was a rare finding that did not correlate with any
specific brain lesion or encephalopathy and tends to be during
the wakened state. Fariello reported FIRDA in metabolic
encephalopathy (22%) and structural pathology (78%) and
Hooshmand also reported FIRDA in metabolic encephal-
opathies, deep midline lesions and hemispheric lesions3,4.
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Other pathologies associated with FIRDA include brain
tumors, pituitary adenomas, cerebral ischemic lesions,
hydrocephalus, dementia, acute confusional state, migraine,
increased intracranial pressure and infantile neuroaxonal
dystrophy5-8. Acute metabolic derangements, including severe
uremia and liver failure, were reported in up to 22% of adults
with FIRDA9, and posterior fossa tumors in up to 10% of
patients with slow waves10. Frontal intermittent delta activity
was also reported in approximately 40% of patients with
metastatic brain tumors and 25% of patients with primary brain
gliomas. Their computed tomography (CT) scans, however, did
not show a significant correlation between the localization, depth
and size of the tumors and the concomitant occurrence of
FIRDA1,10,11. Most of these previous reports on FIRDA were
from adult patients. Therefore, the aim of this study was to
determine the correlation between FIRDA and the clinical and
radiological findings, in the context of the scarce literature on
FIRDA in children.

METHODS
Electroencephalography (EEG)

The EEG recordings from the computerized pediatric EEG
data base at the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto were
searched for the abbreviation of FIRDA and for the term frontal
intermittent rhythmic delta activity, from January 1999 to
December 2006. All EEG recordings with reported FIRDA were
reviewed by two board certified neurophysiologists who were
blinded to the patient population data, except for age and gender.
Frontal intermittent delta rhythmic activity was defined as
intermittent monomorphic rhythmic delta activity with maximal
amplitude over the frontal regions, ranging from 1.5-3 Hz/sec
and with an amplitude of 50 to 200 µV.

All EEG’s were obtained using the international 10-20 system
of electrode placement, for a minimum of 20 minutes duration.
We included only patients between 1-18 years old, with a
complete clinical file and neuroimaging investigations at the
Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto. We excluded patients that
were sedated prior or during the EEG recording or were admitted
due to drug intoxication, status epilepticus or had electrographic
or clinical seizures during the recordings. Patient data included
reason for testing, background activity and reactivity, presence
of frontal slow activity including frequency and duration, or the
presence of any other slow wave activity in both hemispheres.
Also the type and localization of epileptic activity and the
clinical status of the patient during the appearance of the FIRDA
were analyzed.

In addition, the hospital records were reviewed to enter the
demographic data such as age, gender, perinatal and postnatal
history, possible previous central nervous system insults,
metabolic or genetic syndrome, the full neurodevelopmental
assessment and current physical status of each patient.

All possible chronic illnesses including history for any
epileptic syndromes were recorded. We also recorded any reports
of illness around the admission time or on admission. All
laboratory tests that each patient had during admission such as
blood chemistry, drugs levels, liver function, lactate, ammonia,
and cerebrospinal fluid analysis, were also collected.

RESULTS
Out of 14,000 EEG recordings performed between 1999 and

2006, FIRDA was reported in only 45 children. Only 37 cases
with FIRDA were identified by the blinded EEG interpretation
and no patients were excluded because of lack of imaging. Of the
37 cases, 20 were female (F) and 17 male (M) and their age
ranged from 1.8 to 18 years, (mean age 11 years SD ± 7 years)
(Figure 1).

The full medical history including imaging was available to
us for all 37 children. Pregnancy, birth and development were
normal in 26 children (70.2%) (21 F and 5 M). Only five children
were born prematurely and two had a complex difficult delivery.
The EEG was requested for suspected seizure activity in 56.8%
of the 37 cases. Other indications for EEG requisition (43.2%)
included encephalopathy associated with infection such as
pneumonia or viral meningitis (21.6%), non specified metabolic
conditions (8.1%), headaches (5.4%), not specified (5.4%) and
limb tremors (2.7%). (Table 1).

EEG Findings
Twenty-five children (67.6%) had one EEG recording during

admission where FIRDA was reported (Figure 2). Twelve
children (32.4%) had more than one EEG recording during the
same admission and FIRDA was reported in at least one of the
recordings. Frontal intermittent delta activity occurred during
wakefulness in 31 patients (83.8%), during drowsiness in five
(13.5%) and in a child with stupor state (2.7%). The majority of
the children (74%) had at least one abnormal neurological exam
prior to their EEG recording. Of these children, 35% were
suspected to be in post ictal state, 21% had asymmetric hyper or
hypo patellar or biceps reflexes, 10% had transient mono or
hemiparesis and 8% were found to have abnormal eye
movements.

Figure 1: The age of the patients with documented FIRDA that were
included in the study ranged from 2 to 18 years-of-age (Mean + SD=
11±7). There were 14 children (38%) under 10 years and 23 children
(62%) from 11 to 18 years-of-age.
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The duration of FIRDA ranged from 3 to 4 seconds in 7
children (19%), from 5 to 8 seconds in 10 (27%), and from 9 to
11 seconds in 20 children (54%). Patients with abnormal
neurological exam had a relatively longer FIRDA duration
(Mean ± SD= 9.5 ± 2.23 seconds), compared to children who did
not have abnormal neurological examination (Mean ± SD= 6.5 ±
1.97 seconds), 95% confidence interval of the difference= -1.176
to 0.3176, t=1327, 34 degrees of freedom, Two-tailed P= 0.2653,
therefore not considered significant. The frequency of FIRDA
varied between 2 to 2.5 Hz in 15 cases (40.5%), 3 Hz in 17 cases
(45.9%) and from 1.5 to 3 Hz in 5 cases (13.6%). Twenty-two
children (59.4%) (14 F and 8 M) had abnormal laboratory tests
prior to their EEG recording, including mild elevation of liver
function assessments in 13 cases, mild elevation of serum lactate
in seven cases and hyponatremia (around 130 mml/dl) in two.

There was a statistically significant association between patients
with abnormal laboratory findings and a longer duration of
FIRDA (p < 0.05, Student’s t Test).

The EEG background activity was abnormal in 30 children
(81%). Twelve of these children (10 F and 2 M, age range 3-16.5
years, mean age 8.8 years) had 4 to 6 Hz activity compared to
eight girls and five boys (age range 4.5-16 years, mean age 11
years) that had 5-7 Hz activity. Five female patients had diffuse
theta activity (age range 6-13 years, mean age 9.5 years). The
duration of FIRDA was not different between patients from 1 to
10 years and patients from 11 to 18 years of age (p. = 0.46,
Student’s t Test). More than half of the patients (57%) did not

have any epileptiform activity during the recordings. The
remaining patients had either temporal (20%), occipital (12%),
central (8%) or parietal (3%) epileptiform discharges. No
significant correlation between FIRDA and the localization of
the epileptic discharges was found.

The comparison between patients with cognitive
abnormalities (9 F and 7 M) and those with intact cognitive
function (11 F and 10 M) showed no significant association with
either the presence of epileptic discharges or the duration of
FIRDA. More than 65% of the patients were on different types
of medications and 45% on antiepileptic drugs during the EEG
recordings (Table 2).

Brain Imaging Studies
All children had at least one neuroimaging study and 34% had

more than one study. Eleven children had brain CT, 16 children
had brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and ten children
had both CT and brain MRI studies. Twenty children (55%) had
normal imaging and 17 children had abnormal findings on their

Figure 2: A characteristic Frontal Intermittent Rhythmic Delta Activity
(FIRDA) is depicted with a Cz reference montage. FIRDA consisted of an
intermittent monomorphic rhythmic slow oscillation with maximal
amplitude over the bilateral frontal head regions, lasting up to four
seconds. The cortical distribution and the frequency of 1.5-2.5 Hz and
the medium to high 200 µV amplitude are both consistent with FIRDA.
Time/ Voltage scale indicate 1 second and 200 µV.

Table 1: Indication for EEG in patients with FIRDA

Reason for EEG requisition No. %
Seizures 21 57
Encephalopathy 8 21.6
Metabolic conditions 3 8.1
Not specific 2 5.4
Headaches 2 5.4
Limb tremor 1 2.7

Table 2: Number of patients on Antiepileptic Drugs

AED Number of Patients Percent (%)
KEP 5 13.5
GVG 4 10.8
PHY 2 5.4
CBZ 3 8.1
TOP 5 13.5
VPA 12 32.4
LAM 6 16.2
Total 37 100.0
AED= Antiepileptic Drugs; KEP= Keppra; GVG=Vigabatrin; PHY=
Phenytoin; CBZ=Carbamazepine; TOP=Topiramate; VPA=Valproic
Acid; LAM=Lamotrigine. Some of these medications were used in
combination of two or more AED’s.
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brain CT, MRI or both as follows: six had subcortical and gray
matter lesions, five had cortical and white matter lesions and
seven had both. No significant statistical correlation was found
between any abnormal imaging and FIRDA duration.

There were only two cases with distinct midline abnormalities
with FIRDA in this group of patients. The first, an eight-year-old
boy presenting with rapidly progressive encephalopathy with
MRI T2 axial (a) and FLAIR axial (b) images that show bilateral
diffuse increase in signal in the thalami, basal ganglia and insular
cortex in keeping with the diagnosis of encephalitis (Figure 3)
had FIRDA lasting up to four seconds in duration. The second
case, a premature child born at 36 weeks of gestational age, with
dysmorphic features had an MRI scan at two weeks-of-age
showing dysgenesis of the corpus callosum (Figure 4). Frontal
intermittent delta activity like epochs lasting up to eight seconds
in duration were recorded at the age of 14 months in this child.
The sagittal image shows thin posterior body of the corpus
callosum and absence of the splenium, along with inferior
vermian hypoplasia. The lateral ventricles are dysplastic and
parallel as seen on the coronal and axial images. In both cases the
EEG was reactive to external stimulation.

DISCUSSION
Historically, FIRDA was reported in association with

different neurological conditions. Frontal intermittent delta
activity in the waking adult was first attributed to epithalamic
tumors and subsequently identified in posterior fossa and deep
midline pathologies1,10,12. In adults, FIRDA was also associated
with metabolic conditions and diffuse or focal intracranial

diseases, and was previously accepted as a sign of pathological
processes in the central nervous system13,14.

In our study most patients had an initial abnormal
neurological exam and up to 35% had altered mental status and
the duration of FIRDA was significantly increased in patients
with abnormal laboratory tests. Abnormal laboratory findings
(37%) also correlated with longer duration of FIRDA.
Watemberg reported five out of 22 children with FIRDA with
concurrent laboratory tests and only one of them had mildly
elevated serum aspartate and alanine transaminase but these
laboratory findings did not correlate to a prolonged FIRDA2. We
deduce that metabolic abnormalities have received a modest
consideration in the existing literature in the pediatric field and
suggest that the occurrence of FIRDA in children represents an
abnormal electrical oscillation that is not necessarily dependent
on a specific midline brain lesion1,12 and, instead, may be
consistent with a systemic metabolic condition in the developing
brain.

Watemberg reported in 2003 a correlation between impaired
cognition and longer bursts of FIRDA in children2. In our study,
we could not replicate this observation and in addition, the
duration of FIRDA did not correlate to the age of our patients or
to the frequency of their posterior dominant background activity.
Our children who showed FIRDA did not require a longer
hospital stay (average 5.2 days) compared to the average
admission time for children admitted with other neurological
diseases during this time, suggesting the finding of FIRDA may
not adversely affect the short term outcome of these patients. We
acknowledge that the lack of long term follow-up data in our
study constitutes a limitation of our study.

Figure 3: MRI in an eight-year-old boy presenting with rapidly progressive encephalophathy: T2 axial (A) and
FLAIR axial (B) images show bilateral diffuse increase in signal in the thalami, basal ganglia and insular cortex
in keeping with the diagnosis of encephalitis.
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The MRI in some patients with FIRDA showed diffuse
cerebral structural lesions, periventricular white matter disease
and cortical atrophy of varying severity2. The CT findings in
patients with FIRDA assessing the possibility of shifting of
midline structures showed no correlation between mass effect
and the prevalence of FIRDA. Deep midline lesions were present
only in a minority of patients with FIRDA15. Different reports
have speculated that FIRDA may represent projections from
deep subcortical midline structures or may reflect pathological
signs of gray matter disease14. We confirmed with our series that
the association between deep midline or infratentorial lesions
and FIRDA was also rare.

A study done by Scollo-Lavizzari assessed the correlation
between CT findings in adults, and the incidence of FIRDA by
looking at shifting of midline structures as a sign of mass effect
that can lead to FIRDA formation, but did not find such a mass
in 23 of 26 patients reported with FIRDA15. Fariello studied 80
adult patients with FIRDA and reported focal lesions in 44%,
diffuse structural changes in 34% and no pathology in 22%3,16. A
recent study17 on MRI correlation and FIRDA in 27 pediatric
patients, diffuse periventricular white matter and cortical
atrophy, were the most prevalent findings reported. In our series,
all children had at least one neuroimaging study and 34% had
more than one study. Only 17 out of 37 children had a
pathological finding that was detected on imaging. In these
cases, subcortical and gray matter lesions (24%) were the most
common findings and there was no significant correlation
between abnormal imaging and FIRDA duration, which is
consistent with the Watemberg study2.

There are only a few reports on the prevalence of FIRDA in
pediatric population. Frontal intermittent delta activity was
detected in 15 out of 32 patients with tuberculosis meningitis
(age range between 8 to 62 years) and in 11 patients (age range

8 to 23 years) during acute migraine episodes18,19. These patients
were encephalopathic during these migraine attacks and their
EEG’s showed FIRDA with slow background activity. Frontal
intermittent delta activity is associated with encephalopathy in
adults, however acute encephalopathy is rarely reported in
correlation with FIRDA in children12,15,18,19. In our retrospective
study we are cautious to establish such a correlation because
more than 65% of the patients were on different types of
medications and 45% on antiepileptic drugs at the time of the
EEG recordings. Therefore, a prospective study would be
warranted to determine the correlation between FIRDA and
acute encephalopathy20 and furthermore other correlations
between FIRDA and infections, inflammatory or metabolic
abnormalities for which an EEG was indicated in these children
with FIRDA.

The EEG findings in children who had been mentally
challenged were reported with slow background activity and a
higher percentage of paroxysmal discharges than age matched
cognitively normal patients21,22. Watemberg reported that FIRDA
duration appeared to correlate to neurocognitive status in
children, as those with impaired cognition had longer FIRDA
duration. He speculated that longer duration of FIRDA could be
a sign of frontal lobe dysfunction in mentally challenged
children2. Due to the retrospective character of our study, we
could not directly evaluate the intellectual functioning of our
patients. Our data however, did not show any significant
correlation between patients reported to have cognitive
impairments and either the longer duration of FIRDA or the
slower background activity.

Riviello and Foley suggested that FIRDA is an epileptiform
pattern in children based on the fact that up to 85% of their
patients with FIRDA had seizures23 and another recent study24

reported FIRDA in up to 2% of the patients found to have

Figure 4: MRI in a two-week-old premature child born at 36 weeks of gestational age, with dysmorphic features: Sagittal T1 (A), coronal T2 (B) and
axial FLAIR (C) images show dysgenesis of the corpus callosum. The sagittal image shows thin posterior body of the corpus callosum and absence of
the splenium, along with inferior vermian hypoplasia. The lateral ventricles are dysplastic and parallel as seen on the coronal and axial images.
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different types of epilepsy. Those patients with FIRDA of the
frequency of 3 Hz were younger and had a higher incidence of
idiopathic generalized epilepsy compared to patients that showed
a FIRDA frequency between 1.5 to 2.5 Hz who more often had
partial epilepsy25. In our study, only 43% of these children had
epileptiform activity on their EEG’s, either unilateral or bilateral.
We did not find any significant correlation between the type and
the focal location of the epileptiform discharges and the FIRDA
duration. Although FIRDA was often associated with epilep-
tiform discharges in our waking EEG recordings, we could not
conclude that FIRDA was epileptogenic in nature. This is
another point of agreement with Watemberg’s study; however, it
is worth mentioning that none of the EEG recordings included in
our study were performed during clinical seizures or following
status epilepticus2.

More than 60% of the patients in our study were on different
types of medications and 45% on antiepileptic drugs during the
EEG recordings [Table 2]. We controlled for the possible drug
effects and found no correlation between any specific drug and
the occurrence of FIRDA and its duration. This is consistent with
other studies that also failed to find any association between
FIRDA and any particular chronic medication intake26.

CONCLUSIONS
To date, our retrospective study involves the largest group of

children with FIRDA, excluding all possible confounding factors
such as sedation, drug intoxication and ongoing ictal conditions.
The occurrence of FIRDA in our Hospital was extremely low as
we found only 37 cases that met our criteria, over a period of
seven years. The mechanisms involved in the generation of
FIRDA in children remain to be determined; therefore, we need
to be cautious with the interpretation of FIRDA, especially that
of longer duration and linked to abnormal laboratory findings. It
is conceivable that FIRDA represents an electrographic
oscillation from an unhealthy developing brain, likely under the
throes of an underlying systemic metabolic condition, hence not
specific to any particular midline focal lesion or an epileptic
condition.
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